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AIDC Series  Smart POS Series  Rugged Terminal Series
Smartpeak Technology Co., Ltd, headquartered in Shanghai, engaged from research and development to production, sales and services of AIDC terminals, smart POS terminals and rugged terminals.

Smartpeak owns excellent data collection technology and POS payment technology. Not only mobile operation can be realized with low cost, but also management efficiency improved.

From the establishment till now, Smartpeak terminals and systems have been widely used in logistics, finance, retail, clothing, medical, meter reading, warehouse and other area. Also, Smartpeak covers the market of government and public utilities.

**Head office**: Shanghai  
**Other office**: Shenzhen, Beijing

**Business area**: China, Southeast Asia, Middle East, Europe, North America, South America, Africa, Oceania......

Business covers five continents, dozens of countries, with offices in Shanghai, Beijing, Shenzhen and factory in Shanghai, we have established a good relationship with our supply chain and got approval from our clients. Smartpeak will continue to work hard to improve our marketing system for clients worldwide.
Smartpeak has been using the world’s leading data collection module, can realize professional barcode scanning, dual-band WiFi, wireless communication, rapid RFID reading and writing, clear photograph and video, accurate GPS positioning, secure financial payment, etc.

Smartpeak has integrated payment, scanner, fingerprint, printer, telecommunications all in one POS machine, it supports magnetic stripe card, IC card, contactless card, Alipay and other payments, can meet clients’ diversified needs.

Smartpeak not only has its own brand machines, but also provide well-suited ODM and OEM service for clients, there are almost 200 people in our research and development department, any thought comes into your head we could make it ture.

Smartpeak has integrated waterproof, dustproof, drop resistance, high and low temperature resistance, most industrial grade protection features into the machine at the beginning, and has been selecting industrial grade components and parts every link, fully guarantee long term stability for clients’ projects and reduce the cost of maintenance and replacement.

Smartpeak can increase or decrease product features like scanning head, bluetooth, GPS, UHF module flexibly according to clients’ demands.

Smartpeak terminals and systems have been widely used in logistics, finance, retail, clothing, medical, meter reading, warehouse, the market of government and public utilities.
Portable Touch Screen AIDC Terminal

C3000

- Small and light, easy to carry;
- High definition large screen, full view, facilitate information reading;
- High performance scanning engine, data collection precise and rapid;
- Various of data transmission mode, huge amounts of data transmit in real time.

Industrial Grade Full Key AIDC Terminal

C5000

- Industrial grade dual-band WiFi, ensure data transmission secure and efficient;
- Double battery design, support continuous power when replace the battery;
- Rugged design, IP65, 1.5M dropping, Operate with gloves and sunlight readable;
- High performance scanning engine, data collection precise and rapid;
- With charging cradle and CE/ROHS certificate.
Full Touch Screen High Performance AIDC Terminal
C6000

- Strong performance, first class configuration;
- High sensitivity 4.5” touch screen, can be operated with gloves;
- Dual-band WiFi, ensure data transmission efficient;
- Ergonomic design, handheld operation is comfortable and convenient;
- With charging cradle.

Multiple functions integrated data collection Terminal
I1

- Strong performance, first class configuration;
- High sensitivity 4.5” touch screen, can be operated with gloves;
- Dual-band WiFi, ensure data transmission efficient;
- Ergonomic design, handheld operation is comfortable and convenient;
- UHF reading distance 7M
Smart POS Terminal P2000

- LTE/WCDMA/GSM, fast data communication;
- High performance camera scanning;
- Multiple payment solution supported;
- Fluent and reliable design 5.5” full touch;
- Fingerprint (Optical) capture optional

Compact Multi-functional Smart POS Terminal P6000

- 4G communication, huge amounts of data transmit in real-time;
- High performance scanning engine, scan efficiently and quickly;
- A variety of payments, one machine multipurpose;
- Sunken design is drop resistance, acrylic button is anti-abrasion;
- Multi-functional and small, easy to carry, streamline design for soft hand feeling.

---

Focus on enterprise class mobile intelligent terminal and system.
**Commercial Android Smart POS Terminal**

**P8000**

- Built-in high performance printer, all in one POS;
- Support various cards, QR code and AliPay sound wave payment;
- A variety of payments, one machine multipurpose;
- Sunken design is drop resistance, acrylic button is anti-abrasion;
- Streamline design is stylish, suitable for elegant business environment.

**Multi-functional Android Smart All in One POS**

**P9000**

- Industrial grade protection design, reliable and durable;
- Integrate paying, scanning and printing all in one, rich function;
- 1D/2D/RFID/fingerprint, variety of data collection methods, meet clients’ multi-demands;
- Magnetic stripe card/IC card/contactless card/AliPay, variety of payments.
Android Smart Rugged Terminal
A2000

- Back cover removable design, convenient for battery replacement;
- Large screen full view, clearly visible at outdoor environment;
- Various communication modes, support data transmission anywhere anytime;
- Unique design of the machine and the kernel seal, dust and water proof grade reach IP67.

Industrial Grade Android Tablet
T8000

- Industrial grade WiFi, effectively prevent data from being replaced;
- Support worldwide mode, transmit data anywhere anytime;
- Screen is similar with ipad mini, high resolution, clear display;
- Unique design of the machine and the kernel seal, dust and water proof grade reach IP67.
Mobile Device Management – MDM

**Device Configuration System**
- Configure black list and white list of mobile apps;
- Remotely configure system default parameters;
- Configure network connection;
- Communication flow monitoring and configuration.

**Device Security Management**
- Remotely trace location of mobile devices;
- Remotely erase data;
- Data network transmission encryption;
- Data backup;
- Send the order to lock and unlock the screen of mobile devices;
- Create, save and send security policy;
- Send alarm notice;
- Alarm when violation happens and selectively erase data.

**Mobile App Management**
- Set up internal applications library in enterprises;
- Apps control policy;
- Classify mobile apps;
- Add, modify and delete mobile apps;
- Software updating policy;
- Mobile apps distribution policy.

**Location Service Management System**
- Collect location information of mobile device in real time;
- Map location of a mobile device;
- Trace replaying of a mobile device;
- Map location tracking of a mobile device.
### AIDC Series

**Product Name**
- C3000
- C5000
- C6000
- I1

**Dimensions**
- 144 W × 78 W × 25mm D (battery included)
- 156.5 W × 75 W × 25mm D (battery included)
- 144 W × 73 W × 25mm D (battery included)
- 144 W × 73 W × 25mm D (battery included)

**Weight**
- 270g (battery included)
- 270g (battery included)
- 450g (battery included)
- 450g (battery included)

**Environmental Resistance**
- IP67 3in Drop
- IP67 3in Drop
- IP67 3in Drop
- IP67 3in Drop

**Display**
- 2D/Motorola SE955
- 2D/Motorola SE4500
- 2D/Motorola SE4500
- 2D/Motorola SE955

**OS**
- Android 4.1
- Android 4.1
- Android 4.1
- Android 4.1

**CPU**
- Quad Core 1.5GHz
- Quad Core 1.5GHz
- Quad Core 1.5GHz
- Quad Core 1.5GHz

**RAM/ROM**
- RAM 512MB DDR/2GB DDR3
- RAM 512MB DDR/2GB DDR3
- RAM 512MB DDR/2GB DDR3
- RAM 512MB DDR/2GB DDR3

**Communications**
- CDMA2000/CDMA 1X 800MHz
- CDMA2000/CDMA 1X 800MHz
- CDMA2000/CDMA 1X 800MHz
- CDMA2000/CDMA 1X 800MHz

**Battery**
- Lithium polymer battery, 2500mAh
- Lithium polymer battery, 2500mAh
- Lithium polymer battery, 3000mAh
- Lithium polymer battery, 3000mAh

**Support**
- ISO14443 13.56MHz
- ISO14443 13.56MHz
- ISO14443 13.56MHz
- ISO14443 13.56MHz

### Smart POS Series

**Product Name**
- P2000
- P6000
- P8000
- P9000

**Dimensions**
- 142 H × 69 W × 25mm D
- 142 H × 69 W × 25mm D
- 142 H × 69 W × 25mm D
- 142 H × 69 W × 25mm D

**Weight**
- 270g (battery included)
- 270g (battery included)
- 270g (battery included)
- 270g (battery included)

**Environmental Resistance**
- IP67 3in Drop
- IP67 3in Drop
- IP67 3in Drop
- IP67 3in Drop

**Display**
- 2D/Motorola SE955
- 2D/Motorola SE4500
- 2D/Motorola SE4500
- 2D/Motorola SE4500

**Camera**
- Rear camera 2M
- Rear camera 2M
- Rear camera 2M
- Rear camera 2M

**Battery**
- Lithium polymer battery, 2000mAh
- Lithium polymer battery, 2000mAh
- Lithium polymer battery, 3000mAh
- Lithium polymer battery, 3000mAh

**Support**
- ISO14443 13.56MHz
- ISO14443 13.56MHz
- ISO14443 13.56MHz
- ISO14443 13.56MHz

### Rugged Terminal Series

**Product Name**
- A2000
- T8000

**Dimensions**
- 213 H × 148 W × 45mm D
- 213 H × 148 W × 45mm D

**Weight**
- 654g (battery included)
- 654g (battery included)

**Environmental Resistance**
- IP67 3in Drop
- IP67 3in Drop

**Display**
- 2D/Motorola SE955
- 2D/Motorola SE4500

**Camera**
- Rear camera 2M
- Rear camera 2M

**Battery**
- Lithium polymer battery, 7000mAh
- Lithium polymer battery, 7000mAh

**Support**
- ISO14443 13.56MHz
- ISO14443 13.56MHz